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Follow Up: Evaluating Plots

• What comparison am I being asked to make? 


• Is the plot helping me to make that comparison? 


• How well can I evaluate the strength of the evidence?



What Comparison?



Dynamite Plots Must Die

https://simplystatistics.org/2019/02/21/dynamite-plots-must-die/

https://simplystatistics.org/2019/02/21/dynamite-plots-must-die/


Just the Facts?



Data Storytelling

• The story / narrative communicates a central dramatic 
argument based on evidence and data


• Dimension reduction for analytic results


• Often we disagree on the story but agree on the evidence


• You are negotiating with your audience to get them to 
accept your central argument



Data Storytelling
• Central dramatic argument / theme


• Thematic structure


• Story causality


• Format


• Presentation


• Trust



Central Dramatic Argument

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/29243937

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/29243937


Central Dramatic Argument

https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/spying-doesnt-pay-unless-youre-really-good-at-it/

https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/spying-doesnt-pay-unless-youre-really-good-at-it/


Central Dramatic Argument?

"For point processes, effective use of such residual analysis makes it possible to find 
features of the data set that are not captured in the model."

http://amstat.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01621459.1988.10478560

http://amstat.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01621459.1988.10478560


Central Dramatic Argument

"The purpose of the story is to take a character 
from ignorance of the truth of the theme to 
embodiment of theme through action."

-Craig Mazin, Scriptnotes Podcast, Ep. 403



Thematic Structure

Everything is fine (a 
state of ignorance, 
stasis)

We have a problem 
and we must do 
something about it

But...maybe we can 
ignore the problem 
and continue on....

A moment of doubt 
(have I been living a 
lie??)

Because we act 
according to the 
theme, we prevail

Stasis achieved, 
everything is fine, 
but different

http://scriptnotes.net/403-how-to-write-a-movie

http://scriptnotes.net/403-how-to-write-a-movie


Story Causality



Story Causality

https://youtu.be/vGUNqq3jVLg?t=47

https://youtu.be/vGUNqq3jVLg?t=47


Story Causality

NOAA dataset analysis 1

NOAA dataset analysis 2

http://rpubs.com/setokie/ReproducibleResearch_PeerAssessment2
http://rpubs.com/MarielM93/520761


Most Poisoned Baby Name

https://hilaryparker.com/2013/01/30/hilary-the-most-poisoned-baby-name-in-us-history/

https://hilaryparker.com/2013/01/30/hilary-the-most-poisoned-baby-name-in-us-history/


Central Dramatic Argument

Defining “poisoning” as the relative loss of popularity in a 
single year and controlling for fad names, “Hilary” is 
absolutely the most poisoned woman’s name in recorded 
history in the US.

https://hilaryparker.com/2013/01/30/hilary-the-most-poisoned-baby-name-in-us-history/



Everything is Fine



See??



A Moment of Doubt



Reframing the Question



Compared to What...?

I also did a parallel analysis for boys, and aside from fluctuations in the late 
1890s/early 1900s, the only name that comes close to this rate of poisoning is 
Nakia, which became popular because of a short-lived TV show in the 1970s.



Format
• The format of the presentation should match nature of the 

story being told


• Blog post 


• Report


• Paper


• Email - Intention / obstacle, expectation / deviation


• Interactive presentation



Email

• Short format, concise, ideally 3 sentences


• I have this intention and/or have this expectation


• I am facing the following obstacle or deviation from my 
expectation


• [Ask a yes/no question] or indicate negative control [I will 
do something unless you say otherwise]

https://simplystatistics.org/2011/09/23/getting-email-responses-from-busy-people/



Is It Your Time?

https://flowingdata.com/2016/03/03/marrying-age/

https://flowingdata.com/2016/03/03/marrying-age/


Presentation
• Pacing - how much time can you afford with this audience?


• Context - what is the audience's background? What do they 
already know? What don't they know?


• Elements


• What aspects of the analysis should be included that support the 
story?


• Trust-building elements - do I need additional details to get this 
audience to trust me?


• Abstraction / Detail spectrum



Where Blue-Collar America Is Strongest

https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/has-trump-made-the-working-class-great-again-not-if-youre-black-or-female/



The Follower Factory

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/01/27/technology/social-media-bots.html

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/01/27/technology/social-media-bots.html


https://algorithms-tour.stitchfix.com

https://algorithms-tour.stitchfix.com


Building Trust

• An analysis/presentation is will be heavily discounted if 
the audience does not trust you


• They story you tell is part of a larger negotiation with the 
audience to accept the analysis


• Your story may need to be altered if the audience does 
not know you



Trustworthy Analysis

https://simplystatistics.org/2018/06/04/trustworthy-data-analysis/

Elements that 
support the story

Elements that are 
relevant but do not 
change the story

Orthogonal 
elements



Trusting vs. Believing
• Trust


• I accept the analysis, the data were analyzed properly and 
thoroughly


• Trust is particular to the analysis and the person doing the 
analysis


• Believing


• I believe the conclusion / central argument, is true


• Depends on context, previous work, factors outside the analysis



Other Factors
• Meme filter:


• Can my data be misinterpreted? 


• What if your data were broken down into bite-sized 
chunks?


• News filter: 


• What’s the pulse of what’s going on in the news?


• How might this impact the people involved in your work?

Vivian Peng, "Ethics of Data Storytelling" - https://youtu.be/CgYDsDBQAwU

https://youtu.be/CgYDsDBQAwU


Summary

• Story is the means by which you deliver your central 
dramatic argument


• How the story is told depends on your relationship with 
the audience and the audience's background 


• Data stories can be told in many different formats but the 
basic technique is the same


